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NEW QUESTION: 1
A Solutions Architect is designing a multicontainer-based web
application. Parts of the web application, / orders and
/sale-event, must scale independently while maintaining a
single Fully Qualified Domain Name.
Which AWS services will help the Architect build this platform?
(Select TWO.)
A. Amazon EC2 Container Service
B. Amazon SQS
C. Amazon ELB Classic Load Balancer
D. Amazon ELB Application Load Balancer
E. Amazon DynamoDB

Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
"Material" in the phrase "material non-public information"
refers to information that:
A. is arrived at through discussions with a special friend that
works at the company.
B. is arrived at through discussions with senior management of
a company.
C. a normal investor would consider important in making his
investment decision.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Information is material if its disclosure would be likely to
have an impact on the price of the security, OR if the
reasonable investor would want to know the information prior to
making the investment decision.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Scenario:
You have been asked to evaluate an OSPF network setup in a test
lab and to answer questions a customer has about its operation.
The customer has disabled your access to the show
running-config command.

How many times was SPF algorithm executed on R4 for Area 1?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
E. 4
F. 5
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
DRAG DROP
Drag the items on the left to show the different types of
security for the shown devices. Not all fields need to be
filled. Not all items need to be used.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:

Mobile Device Security GPS tracking Remote wipe
Device Encryption
Strong password
Server in Data Center Security
FM-200
Biometrics
Proximity Badges
Mantrap
For mobile devices, at bare minimum you should have the
following security measures in place:
Screen lock, Strong password, Device encryption, Remote
wipe/Sanitation, voice encryption, GPS
tracking, Application control, Storage segmentation, Asset
tracking as well as Device Access
control.
For servers in a data center your security should include: Fire
extinguishers such as FM200 as
part of fire suppression; Biometric, proximity badges,
mantraps, HVAC, cable locks; these can all
be physical security measures to control access to the server.
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